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ITS

NEVER TOO LATE!

HAVE YOU GOT A DATE?
IT'S FEBRUARY 8th

Vol. 40

PACIFI(®\MKiy
College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

WHAT'S GOING ON Larger Summer
By FRANK W. RAMONTI

I seem to have stepped on a few

students' toes by commenting on
their spirit during an assembly.
To you who feel that I have, I of
fer my sincerest apologies. Al
though I write this column, it is
really yours. If a group of you
have a "gripe" please let me
Know what it is so I can tell all
your fellow students about it. I
Know that there are many of you
who don't agree with me on many
points. I don't expect all of you
to, but I feel that I am arousing
your interest in your student
body, which is primarily the pur
pose of this column.

Session Offered
By Pacific

That two summer sessions are
to be offered by the College of
Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
lege this year, was announced by
Dr. J. Marc Jantzen, Dean of the
Summer School at the College of
Pacific. The first session from
July 1 to August 2 will offer the
student 6 units of credit plus a
P.E. activity and applied music;
and second, from August 5 to
August 30, will offer 4 units cred
it plus a P.E. activity and applied
ASSEMBLY
music. Altogether 11 unit credits
During our last assembly I may be earned.
pointed out to you that your, spirit
Dr. Jantzen states: "We are
was pretty bad. I know that you planning for the biggest Summer
have plenty of spirit, but it just Session C.O.P. has ever had. All
so happened, that particular living quarters will be needed for
morning you were, and I think the expanded summer program.
you will admit, pretty sour.
A The campus will have as many ac
few weeks before, you might have tivities as a winter semester."
had .the excuse that you didn't
Lower Division courses ready to
have the words to the songs and be announced include Prin. of
yells, but you now have them and Econ., Gen. Psych., and public
should be able to sing and shout as speaking. Others will be added
loud as you possibly can. Accord according to demand. Courses op
ing to a few of you who can en to Sophomores and Upper Di
speak up, and have, I have learn vision students are Literature and
ed that you would like a reason Fine Arts, Global Geography, 20th
for singing and yelling. You stat Century Constitution and Nation
ed that you would like to know in al Government, Science and Better
advance of each assembly what is j Living, Voice and Diction, Radio
going to be presented. I believe i Speech and Technique, and Art of
that would create more interest Interpretation.
in our assemblies, and perhaps
As allied features of the sum
raise our spirit.
mer school will be the Pacific
Music Camp under the direction
TO RALLY COMMITTEE
Note to Rally Committee via of Dean Elliott and Mr. Lawson,
Ex. Committee: We the students Speech Correction Work under
would appreciate being informed Dr. McCall, a workshop in Audio
a few days ahead of time of what visual aids for church workers
our assembly will consist.
We under Professor Lindhorst, and a
feel that by knowing what will be training program of the Food Pro
going on we will have more inter cessors Foundation for laboratory
est in going to our compulsory as technicians in canneries under Mr.
semblies. As long as they are Berthol Pierce.
A mimeographed copy of the
compulsory we would like to
course offerings is now available
know what will be going on.
from either the College of Pacific
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE—
•JANUARY 30,1946
Registrar or Dr. Marc J. Jantzen,
Under discussion were the fol dean of the summer session.
lowing: "Pirates of Penzance."
The group behind this venture,
Red Cross Campaign
represented by Fred Brott, showed
Proof to the Ex. Committee that Starts on March 1
ey have taken a business-like
San Joaquin County Chapter,
attitude concerning their produc
tion- As originally planned, the American Red Cross, has a quota
.A. will support the show by of $143,000 for the 1946 Fund
reimbursing the group twenty Campaign, it was announced
cents for each student body card Thursday afternoon by Campaign
older that attends, holder receiv- Chairman George A. Ditz.
Announcement of the county
'hg a discount on his P.S.A. card.
March of Dimes Campaign: quota was made at a meeting of
arlene Waters, who was in the Chapter Advisory Committee
charge, reported that the total col- held in Stockton City Hall with
eetion was one-hundred and sev some 200
committee members,
enty two dollars and ninety cents. branch chairmen and campaign
leaders attending.
MARDI GRAS
Ditz said that the campaign will
Mardi Gras and Homecoming
cek: Bea Berlander was select- open March 1st and that he and
to be General Chairman, Wil- the committee have planned a
'arn Milhaupt, chairman of Mardi quick drive in wjhich it is hoped
ras, and Cliff Smythe, chairman the county quota can be reached
within two weeks.
Homecoming.
A motion was made and passed
° the effect that the P.S.A. cure an orchestra. All the enter
^v°uld not exceed the expense of tainment and events will be free
'x hundred dollars for an orches of charge to all P.S.A. card hold
tra for the Mardi Gras dance. ers. The date for the Mardi Gras
an Reames was asked to se- has been set for May 11.

Vets' News
Attention, All Veterans of Stock
ton Junior College and College
of Pacific

This space, with information
being supplied by the Veteran's
Club, will endeavor to bring to
you all the news of the organiza
tion and all other items of inter
est to you.
Mr. Windmiller, advisor of the
organization, has been investigat
ing on the reason why the Veter
ans have not received their allot
ment checks. He has the word of
the Veterans Administration that
they are doing all in their power
to get the checks out as fast as
they can. A few of the Veterans
on campus have received their
checks. It was originally plan
ned that the Veterans would get
their checks about ten days after
getting their certiciate of eligibil
ity. Due to difficulties beyond
their control the Administration
has fallen behind on getting them
out.
Any Veteran attending Stockton
Junior College or College of Pa
cific is eligible to join the Veter
ans' Club. There will be enter
tainment with refreshments after
each meeting. The next meeting
will be held on Monday night,
February 18 at Rhizomia.
During the last meeting, which
was held Monday night, February
4, a committee was selected to
pick a location for a big banquet
to be held the first week of the
next semester. Pete Spanos is
chairman. His committee is made
up of the following men, Kirk
Campbell, Charles Magnuson,
John Herceg, John Maynard, and
Gordon Joplin. All veterans are
urged to attend this affair. More
information will be out on this at
a later date.

Corrective Speech
Given this Summer
The corrective branch of the
Speech Department of the College
of the Pacific has scheduled a nine
weeks correction course during
Summer Session. Plans are being
made to house the cases and par
ents in dormitories.
This branch of the Speech De
partment was organized eight
years ago and has gained in im
portance steadily since that time.
Last summer word was sent out
to schools in the San Joaquin Val
ley area that a clinic was being
opened, and during the summer
127 cases were received. Since
November 1 of last year, 150 cases
have been diagnosed, and at the
present time thirty are being
treated.
Headquarters are located in the
Speech offices in Anderson Hall,
and some work is done in the
basement of the Chapel. In the
summer, classes are held outside
on the lawns of the campus. In
the plans for the new Speech
Building, arrangements are being
made for twenty-five clinic rooms.
The clinic is free and depends
upon donations. Dr. McCall, who

PROGRESSIVE DANCE TO
BE HELD SATURDAY
NITE—GOT A DATE?
February 8, 1946—No. 26

Pacific's Mardi Gras Will Revive
Tradition with 3-Day Celebration
Pacific students have been look
ing forward to resumption of the
Mardi Gras and Homecoming for
three years and now at last it is
only a matter of weeks until the
campus will be submerged with
the gaiety and excitement of the
event.
This year's policy as stated by
Bill Milhaupt, Mardi Gras chair
man, and Cliff Smythe, Homecomi ing chairman, is a day's celebra
tion for each year missed since
1943, which means that the event
will be held, May 9th, 10th and
11th.
Yesterday's assembly encourag
ed registration of students who
would sincerely like to participate
in making the 1946 Mardi Gras a
success. Those who would like to
help on committee work are asked
to contact either Bill or Cliff at
BILL MILHAUPT
West Hall immediately.
So far the following committees
and chairman have been appoint
ed. The numbers on each com
mittee listed indicate the number
of students needed to volunteer
for work: publicity, Frank Ramonti, chairman, 35; parade, Bob
Raven, chairman, 10; bids, Iris
Jane Jacobs, chairman, 5; Home
George and Helen Papashvily, coming Hop, Jeanette Reams,
the delightful co-authors of the chairman, 10; election, Willie Boybest-selling "National Event," arski, chairman, 10; door commit
tee, 3; swimming party, 10; dec
"Anything Can Happen," open a
orations, 20; clean-up, 20; patrons
series of lectures beginning Feb and patronesses, 5; refreshments,
ruary 12 with their topic as "Liv 10; costumes, Joe Hodson; open
house, Marg Hires, each living
ing for Fun." •
Appearing February 28 in Vin group will select their own repre
sentative, and band, Stan Reams.
cent Sheean, the dynamic reporter
Mardi Gras secretary is Robin
and war correspondent—D-Day in Hermanson.
vader of Africa and Salerno pre
senting his striking Personal Op
inion of the Peace.
On March 27, Maurice Hindus,
top American authority on Russia
will speak on Russia Today and
Tomorrow.
For the convenience of College
The date for the final speaker,
of the Pacific students, pre-regisCapt. Harold E. Stassen, has not
tration for the spring term will be
been set at the present time. Capt.
held during the week of February
Stassen, a name to conjure with
18th to 22nd inclusive.
in America's future—the decisive,
Registration books will be given
dynamic ex-governor of Minneso
out on the 18th, 19th, and are to be
ta who went to war—is back with
returned on the 20th, 21st, and
a powerful message of the mom
22nd.
ent.
DDepartment Chairmen will be
All but the last speaker will ap
in their offices during their regu
pear at the College of the Pacific
lar offcie hours, or by appoint
auditorium. Capt. Stassen will ment, to confer with their stu
appear at the Stockton High dents in course planning, and to
School Auditorium.
approve study lists.
Tickets for this lecture series
New students will register in
are now on sale at the Pacific Lit
the morning of March 9th!
tle Theater box office. Season
tickets may be purchased for
three dollars and separate tickets
for the first three lectures may be
purchased for one dollar each.
Stockton Junior College stu
Tickets may be purchased by dents who expect to apply for
mail,, in person, or by phone.
admission to the College of the
Pacific's spring term, should
has spoken at various service file their applications and tran
clubs in this vicinity, stated that scripts at once. Supplemen
interest is growing stronger in tary
transcripts
including
speech correction, and that most grades on courses now in pro
people can be cured of speech dif gress may be filed at the close
ficulties by developing new speech of the term.
habits.

Famous Authors
The Papashvilys
To Speak Feb. 12

Pre-Registration
C.O.P. Students

Attention!
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Turnups
By

"THE CHOMPERS"

"Blithe Spirit"
Promised Fun!

CARL FULLER

Lips that glow so red,
111 kiss you once, she said
Coleman, it would better
On your face, than on your sweat
er.

Carl Fuller, star of "Blithe Spir
it." whose domestic bliss—as nov
elist Charles Condomine—is des
troyed by his first wife's persis
tent spirit, played by Monty
TURNUP LOVE
Rensberger. Litafrance Darwin,
~..Lt. and Mrs. Reynolds and Dr. Mrs. Condomine, is also somewhat
and Mrs. Windmiller made more perturbed — especially when
use of the "Mush-Room" at the "Madame Arcati" (Betty McKee)
"Ground Hog Hop" than the fails to live up to all her mystic
younger turnups. . .
ambitions as a spiritualistic me
Helen Graham and Bill Mil- dium. Pacific students may not
haupt's date was strictly business be students of the occult—they
. . . the coming acquacade . . . may not even all be students of
brmpf.
the drama—but they do all have a
See Tony Reed for June Wilde's passion for the ridiculous, and
address . . . Servicemen first . . plenty of funny bones easily tick
Harriet Gunton, a senior, attend led.
ed her first Epsilon dance last Sat
Floating flower vases and soar
urday . . . She has been waiting ing chairs may be regular occur
over two years for Bob Boyd to ences in some households but to
come home to escort her. . .
the Condomine's pert maid, play
ed by Nancy Deming, they are
NEWMAN CLUB
SLA-LAM-SKIS'
Through snow, cold and ice they something to scream about. If
At the weekly meeting of the
treck . . . Finally a lodge . . . you don't believe it—just come
Newman
Club last Tuesday, it
and
hear
her.
Nor
is
this
all.
Vir
They enter . . . The gang: "Hot
coffee" . . "Hot soup" . . . "Hot ginia Ferris is another attraction was announced that forty stu
dogs!" . . Sez Jean Spangler . . . of "Blithe Spirit"—and George dents had signed up for the ski
trip.
Fowler too.
"Fruit cocktail!"
Father Wilkemeyer was the
Did I hear someone mention the
Jane Baty is from No Snow,
director? Why everybody knows guest speaker.
California.
The KaChoo Quartet entertain
Curtis Ennen knows one ski- plays have directors, and every
body knows DeMarcus Brown and ed the two vocal numbers.
step: "The Snowplow!"
There will be some U. S. O. per
his assistant director, Max Gobel.
SWEET T's TO:
Remember Max in "Bell for formers at the next meeting.
Donna Perrott who won a place Adano?" Well, he can boast of
in the Mu Phi Epsilon National other accomplishments—although
An Army friend tells me that)
Music Contest.
it isn't true that he is a relative service men, with characteristic'
Dean Corson who entered into of Hitchcock.
shrewdness, have reduced the
all of the action at the Lambda
Set aside Feb. 15, 16, 22, or 23 maze of Army rules and regula
Nu Phi "Hoe-Down" except the
for the second PLT production of tions to three simple forms:
jumping off of the 10-foot hay
this season. If you haven't al
1. If it moves, salute it.
leap.
ready purchased a season ticket
2. If it doesn't move, pick it up.
get yours right away. For those
ADVERTIZIN' T's:
3. If it's too big to pick up,
For Hire: Ratcliffe and Minch, with season tickets a word of ad paint it.
Car Pushers!
vice—get your seat reservation
Hank Haaden, Ripped Pants soon. Let's see the line forming
Sewer-Upper.
Open Evenings
at the Pacific Little Theatre box
You too can have your butter office any time between 10 a. m.
'til 10
wrapped in a napkin . . . See Mc- and 5 p. m. Don't forget, "Blithe
We Employ
Clintoek's. Butter Wrapping Ser Spirit," by Noel Coward, given by
Capable Watchmakers
vice. . .
our own PLT.
We have the largest and
"Pie Eaters of the First Water"
most up to date jewelry
Aldape and Bemiss. . .
book that Pacific puts out.
store in town. We do all
Margaret "10c To See My Pet BLARNEY CHOMPS
kinds of watch and ring re
pairing also diamond re
Bat" Shirley.
On the Zoo Trip to Monterey
setting and CUTTING. Why
"Learn to Squeak" with Chuck
not surprise yourself and
while Bilj Tobiason looked for his
Richards.
pay us a visit? We carry a
shoes in the sand dunes and
large stock of diamonds,
Pat Pike and Maxine Allen, c/o
Carolyn Davis was drowning, Dr.
watches and jewelry. Our
Mouse Department, North Hall.
Waldo played bridge.
prices are the lowest and
Bob "Leave Your Car On the
our terms to suit you.
Dr. Farley says: "Speaking of
Street and They'll Paint Under It."
"Stockton's First and
heighths . . I was just as tall as
Torrasa
Only Diamond Cutters"
anybody'. . Then I got married
Let Us Fix Your Piano Bench and settled down. . . "
"CREDIT JEWELERS"
124 E. Main St.,
Stockton
Yoeutn & Flaa & Co.
THE GOOD WORD:
Yn6a..SSoCali- .ahauptHP
E
S
C
E
&
CO.
Mardi Gras!
"Send Yourself Candy the GilPatrick & Bergeron Way."
Do pushups and sweat with
"Libby" Follette . . . Calisthenics
PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Class every p. m. at Women's
HOME COOKING
Hall. . .
2043 Pacific Avenue
The Naranjado is the best yearFeaturing

Watches Repaired;
One Week Service

T H O M A S
JEWELRY STORE
524 E. Main Street

Breakfast

Lunch - Dinner
at

College Prices

Pacific Marine
Station Reopens
Resumption of activities of the
Pacific Marine Station, Dillon
Beach, Marine County, will take
place this summer, according to
Dr. Alden E. Noble, who will be
head of the station.

courses without prerequisites.
"The Dillon Beach area provide
an abundance and variety of ljj
unsurpassed on the Pacific Coast,
says Dr. Noble. "Within a radiu
of twenty miles all types of mai
ine, fresh water, brackish vvate
and other aquatic habitats are l(
cated as well as terrestrial hab
tats ranging from sand dunes|
the redwoods of Mt. Tamalpias."

The Pacific Marine Station was
established in 1933, from which
time it has served a large number
of students not only of the Col
lege of Pacific and Stockton Jun
ior College but also of the Uni
versity of California and other
collegiate institutions of Central
and Northern California. Several
research publications have result
ed from interests and activities or
iginating there.

Present plans contemplate year
round operation of the station as
soon as building constructor
deems it possible.

There will be two sessions cor
responding to the summer ones
offered by the College of Pacific.
Up to 12 units of both advanced
courses in biological science for
students majoring in science and

Students may sign-up at the
Registrar's office at any time
prior to the beginning of classes
or at Dillon Beach on opening
dates. These dates will be an
nounced later.

Tuition will be at regular C.O.p
rates. Living accomodations wi]
be available at prices rangim
from considerably lower thai
those in Stockton to considerablj
higher for those who demand thi
best.

So pretty-go practical—
Carlye's spring song in light-ondark print rayon crepe—little
faille peplum with the
new rounded look.

BILL LUNT
Union Oil Dealer
Phone 2-9010

BATTERIES - TIRES — QUICK CHARGING
Castle and Pacific Ave.

ImnnA

Sizes 9 - 15

19.9
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SOCIETY

7 A WOMAN'S Heart Beat Hop

Miss Betti Lounsbury Reveals
Engagement to Mr. Bill Gibbons
Highlighting the housemeeting at North Hall on Wednesday,
January 30, was the passing #of a five-pound box of chocolates an
nouncing the engagement of Miss Betti Lounsbury to Bill Gibbons
of San Gabriel.

Betti, a graduate of Alhambra4
Union .High School, is a sopho

more at Stockton Junior College
and majoring in business adminis
tration. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Lounsbury of
Martinez, California.
Since receiving his discharge
from the Army Air Corps, where
he was in cadet training at Stock
ton Field and Douglas Field in
Arizona, Gibbons has been taking
a pre-engineering course at Pasa
dena Junior College.
No definite plans have been
made for the wedding.

EPSJLON STAGED
GROUNDHOGHOP
LAST SATURDAY
Despite stormy weather, Mr.
Groundhog made his appearance
Saturday evening from 8 to 12, at
the Epsilon Lambda Sigma house.
Guests entered "Burrow Inn"
through a burlap covered en
trance and discovered the house
had been transformed by large
caricatures of Mr. Groundhog,
mushrobms and tree stumps,
drawn by Bill Chappell.
Clever signs, such as "Mush
room" and "Burlap Bar," over the
doorways, guided Epsilons and
their escorts to the sunroom and
dining room, where cokes and hot
dogs were served during the eve
ning.
Bids were made of burlap with
the sorority Greek letters stencil
ed on them.
Patrons and patronesses for the
"Ground Hog Hop" were Mr. and
Mrs. L. Windmiller and Mr. and
Mrs. Reynolds.
Couples bidden to King Ground
hog's court were: Arlene Stoy and
Gene Weston; Bea Berlander and
Richard Lundblad, Jimmie Yocum
and Jack Potter, Pat Wells and
Harry Kane, Harriette Gunton
and Bob Boyd, Arlene Ellis and
Bob Raven, Nadine Walsh and
John Kaye, Becky Roset and John
emma, Mickey Burger and Jack
tter, Jackie Nino and Bob Torass°, Marie Alley and Dick Ek, Eareen Kendrick and Sam Hackett,
Marilyn Nelson and Ralph Sim
eons, Sally Logan and Arnold
jtosser, Mary Jo Hamrick and
°yd Bradhoff, Iris Jane Jacobs
and Bob Tumelty, Thyra June Jefery ar"J Joe Hodson, Pat Stewart
and pat Malone, Marilyn Shepard and Fran Wilkinson, Mary
aa an,J Dick Pedersen, Barbara

r

Letters to the Editor
February 1, 1946

Pacific Weekly
College of the Pacific
Stockton, Calif.
Dear Editor:
Foul play by Sorority girls
should be played on their Sorority
pledges, not on the Pledge's in
nocent roommates!!!
Thursday evening two Fresh
men girls returned to their room
after a hard day—dead tired from
overwork and suffering from
chronic malnutrition! The room
was in shambles, the innocent
members of the room found their
entire wardrobe on the floor; the
contents of their dresser drawers
had been emptied on top of the
wardrobe content; their beds were
also removed to a more conspicu
ous place in the room!!!
Did
they pledge the Sorority? No!
Their roommates had!!
Of course it was all in fun, and
the innocent roommates were ov
erjoyed at the prospect of clean
ing their room; since it was 11:00
p. m., they were delighted at the
opportunity of spending the night
on the floor!
With flashlight in hand they
propped themselves up on their el
bows from their beds on the floor
to give their kindest regards to
all heartless, scoundrelly practi
cal jokers.
Sincerely,
ANON.

SAGA
The Cub House deserves the
center of the AWS spotlight to
day. This bustling place of busi
ness has become the chief meet
ing place on campus for both stu
dents and faculty, and has earned
many steady customers with its
efficient cafeteria and fountain
system.
Primarily, the purpose of the
Cub House was to provide a near
by eating place on campus, and to
give girls the opportunity of earn
ing spending money by getting in
a few hours of work between
classes.
There are now 30 student em
ployees under the direction of
Dorothy Ann Peterson, manager;
Winnie Merriam, assistant manag
er, and Mrs. Mabelle Senter, su
pervisor.
Since this is an AWS organiza
tion it is up to the women on
campus to see that the Cub House
is kept open. More student help
is needed in order to keep it open
on a night schedule. Those girls
who are interested in taking part
in Cub House activity should file
an application with Mrs. Senter.

Tau Kappa to
Give Tea for
Mrs. Stocking

Scheduled Dilly
The Freshman Class has chosen
"Heart Beat Hop" as the theme of
its informal dance which will be
held in the Gym on Friday night,
February 8th.
Chairman of the dance is Bruce
Feist and committee chairmen for
the affair are: Kay Knox, bids and
patrons and patronesses; Aubrey
Brown, decorations and clean up;
and Gene Mortarotti, music.

Tau Kappa Kappa
Honors Pledges
Last Sunday morning, members
of Tau Kappa gave a breakfast in
honor of their pledges. The tab
le was set with gayly colored mats
with jonquils for the centerpiece.

Lambda Nu Phi Barn
Dance Said Rugged
But Right by Students
Clad in jeans and pedal pushers,
couples at the Lambda Nu Phi
barn dance last Friday amused
themselves by dancing plus jump
ing off a nine foot drop in the cen
ter of the floor, the bottom of
which was covered with hay.
Buses left the campus about 7:30
p. m„ for the barn and returned
at 12:00. Besides the free trans
portation provided there were
cokes served at a burlap covered
coke bar.
Streamers from the top of the
barn and crepe paper along the
sides added to the gay color
scheme while bundles of alfalfa
and piles of straw were made into
original chairs.
Chairman of the dance was Hec
tor Pratt and committees consist
ed of all the members of the fra
ternity.
Patrons and patronnesses were
Dean and Mrs. Corsen, Mr. Garlington, and Mr. and Mrs. Fitzsimmons.

Committees for the breakfast
were: decorations, Joan Wendels,
Earlene Waters, Charlotte Verdi;
food, Mary Schlink, Bobbie Mer
riam, Dorothy Ann Petersen;
cooking, Janice Potter, Jackie
Geyer, Pat Corwin, Vivian Jarvis;
cleanup, Mary Burden, Marilyn "HI beautiful, where do you live?"
"810 West Eighth Street. Now
Carson, Carolyn Harris, Claire
don't you dare follow me!"
Ruiz.

J . E .. F K H M C Y .

»».. '**•
STOCKTON, CALIF.

This Sunday, February tenth
from three to five, Tau Kappa
Kappa will introduce their new
patroness, Mrs. Kenneth Stocking,
at a tea given at the house.
Everyone on campus is invited to
attend this event as well as mem
bers of the faculty and patron
esses of the house.
Committees for the tea are:
Chairman, Jackie Geyer; decora
tions, Janice Potter, Bobbie Mer
riam, Earlene Waters; food, Mary
Burden, Frances Mack; corsages,
Frances Mack; invitations, Claire
Ruiz, Marian Phillips; cutodian,
Charlotte Verdi; clean-up, the
Pledges.

Roth and Bill Chappell, Sharon
Lewis and Earl Wood, Jean Ann
Wright and Andy Durham; Bet
ty Etzel and Ed Mast, Cam Jamieson and Ladd Lundblad, Carolyn
Bennetsen and Ray Kosick, Evel
Maud Cornwell
ine Crudeli and Clare Slaughter,
Carmel Struckman
and Ken
School For Secretaries
Young, Carolyn Evans and Bob
Spring Term Starts Feb. 18
Lyons, Phyllis Peri and Fred Ris- 1530 West Vine St.
Ph. 2-4384
so, Edna Marie and Bob Hoff, Bev
Billups and Warren Scott, Jo Bemis and Bob Hodson, Janet James
and Frank Pierson, Patty Lou
STOCKTON'S
Peters and Don Dickey, Betty
MOST
INTERESTING
Bower and Frank Matteoni, Bev
BOOK
STORE
erly Bona and Leo Pocini, Elaine
Malatesta and Bib Hislop; Miriam
McCormack and Art Carfagni, Pat
OFFICE — SCHOOL
Winters and Lyden Mathorn, Taye
and LEGAL SUPPLIES
Marie Bramwell and John Bowan,
Dorothy Emigh and Jim DeTar,
Jean and Berkeley Werner, Mir
iam Martell and Kirk Campbell,
120 E. Main
Phone 7-7712
Betty Maley and Bob Neis, Bernice Temple and Johnny Thomas.

QUINN'S

From the
First Day of Spring
to the
Last Day of Summer

90

flumn

FRIEDBERGER'S

S E R V I N G

P A C I F I C

JEWELRY FOR

TED'S

MEN and CO-ED

MEAT MARKET

Jewelers
•

339 East Main Street

434 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

DRESSES you'll start wearing
now . . . and like so well you'll
keep wearing them straight
through summer. They're spring
gay, summer smart', in bright'
colors and new styles. Spuns
and sleek rayon jerseys in print,'
rayon prints, too, in garden col
ors', and two-piece dresses with
the air of a new spring suit.
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TIGERS PORTS REVIEW

grown silent and timid; some of
them looked almost civilized.
As soon as the cloud of feathers
| and fur had been cleared away,
the Bengal rooters gazed across
The luckless but fighting Pacific Tigers did it again last week
j the pavillion. They didn't see a
As you have doubtlessly heard, hilarious tribe of savages going dropping games to Standford 3i-32 and San Francisco State 37-35.
On Friday night the Tiger quint journeyed to Palo Alto to plaj
Pacific's Cassaba quintet came into a war dance, but they did bewithin a bisected whisker of ad- hold an extremely pale student Stanfard, and led by Jerry Haines, Pacific's star, proceeded to scort
ministering a haircut to the Stan- body clad in red and white and the first 6 points in the game.
ford Indians last Friday night.
The Indian's scoring was divid-*
( heaving a sigh of relief as they
Cub House "Coffee Time"
Pre-game information had the filed out. They knew that their's
Swift, f
0
1
thoughts ... If you're the mor hardy Bengal Sons slated to take was a rather pallid and hollow vieGuilfoyle, c
2
0
tory at best- 11 is certain that the
Reames, c
0
bid type who really enjoys look a tomahawk and scalpo treatment
3
, local medicine man was kept busy
Cooke, g
0
0
ing at a nice gruesome sight may from the tepee dwellers.
spectively.
This is just the kind of pub- a'
Arts that night,
Slaughter, g
1
0
we recommend a walk past the
licity that the Kris Kids love to ' Now you may say, well after ail
Tommy Tiger dominated
Boyle, g
0
0
0
swimming pool almost any of read—they knash their teeth and R isn't at all unusual for a band of
Brumm, g
1
0
2
these chill windy afternoons and sharpen their claws on it. As a Tigers to give an Indian tribe a make all their points from way
watch the members of the swim result everything was honed down whale of a lot of trouble, and you out.
Total
32
ming classes splash and cavort to hazor-like sharpness when the are probably right, but on this
fgft. pts
John
Guilfoyle and Stan Stanford—
in the sub-zero water. (Gad, I Tigers took the floor against the particular evening our Bengal
3
0
Reames, who took turns holding Martin, f
get isicles on the end of my nose war whooping hoopsters.
Sons were in someone else's be- down the center slot for the Tig Hood, f
2
0
4
just thinking about it) . . . Over
The Red Men's freshmen sides that of their opponent.
1
ers, were held to 4 and 3 points Hill, f
0
2
heard; Mr. Garlington, English
swaFmed into the gym looking as { This hapless individual was respectively by Murphy, Stan Murphy, c
2
1 5
prof and tennis coach, telling one
if they had just jumped out of a none other than a sports writer ford's tall center.
O'Brien,
c
0
0
1
of his English classes (composed
4
1
9
John Brumm, who plays for Pa Christiansen, g
of about 12 boys and two girls.) can of Pow Wow; they were clad for the San Francisco Chronicle,
in red and white head dresses and All through the game he was tear- cific Blacks as well as the Varsity, Sloat, g
0
0
0
"Gee, we could have a lot more
4
0
8
fun in here if it weren't for the smeared with war paint to make ing his hair and muttering to him- played a good flood game, and ac Rodman, g
them look especially fierce and self. When the final gun went cording to Coach Chris Kjeldson, Wood, g
0
0
0
women" . . . How about taking
up a collection among the basket indomitable. They were prepared off, his finger nails were in tat- more will be seen of John on the
34
ball fans on the campus to buy a to watch their stalwart braves ters. No, he wasn't a Stanford floor during the rest of the sea Total
grad, but he too, like a lot of very son.
Pacific—
fgfts. pts.
pair of glasses for Carlos Sousa massacre the Bengals.
However, this did not daunt our uncomfortable wagerers about
2
0
4
so that he can see the plays when
On the following night the Tig Burkett, f
0
0
0
he calls them . . . Thumbnail hungry, fearless Tigers;; on the campus, had taken advantage of ers had a return game with San Gott, f
5
2 12
Sketches: the varsity cagers, contrary, it seemed only to make pre-game information, only in a Francisco State in the College Guilfoyle, f
different way. You see that eve0
3
3
"Bloody but Unbowed" . . . What them more determined to win.
Gym. The Tigers were eager for Swift, f
Before very few minutes had ning the material had been crowd0
2
2
is this bet between Bill Roberts
revenge after losing by 5 points in Reames, c ....
dangerously
1
0
2
and Hector Pratt that everyone is subsided the tenderfoot Injuns ing his deadline
the first game with the "Gators." Brumm, g .
3
talking about. Somebody to do I were beginning to wonder whose close, and he had written the ac1
7
The Tigers hit the deck minus Cooke, g ...
with the Fox-California theater at massacre^ they had come to wit-, count of the Tiger-Indian tussle the services of Jerry Haines who
(Continued
on
page
5)
ness; in fact some of them were accordingly to advance dope. All
high noon, we hear . Question of
beginning to fondle their scalps he had to do was fill in the score, the night before had been high WWWWWWWWWWM
the Week Department . . . Why
with a rather uncertain air. Be and no one would be the wiser. scorer. John Guilfoyle led the
are they calling Frank Ramont
fore the contest was finished the In spite of the fact that he felt Tigers with 12 digits while Char
"Atlas" . . . Milford "Referee"
war whooping spectators had the Bengals should be more con lie Cooke, who had been called
Piel got all tangled with the rival
out the night before because of
siderate of sports writers and ankle trouble, made 7.
coaches and the timekeeper when
he referred the Ceres vs. Living compartment is regularly filled deadlines, he rewrote the article
Byrne and Martin led the
ston high school basketball game with archery wrist protectors, cur in which he praised the plucky 'Gators" with 12 and 10 digits
last week. (He's been watching lers, shampoo bottles, assorted Tigers in no uncertain terms.
respectively.
Carlos Sousa too much.) . . Cor bobby pins and other feminine ac
THE SCORES #
Many a man's ambition is to Pacific—
ky Cornelius' proclivity for bum cessories. In the back of the car
fg.
ming cigarettes from long-suffer are bundles of arrows, cartons of marry a rich girl who is too proud Haines, f
4
Kleenex
(Where
do
you
imagine
to have her husband work.
ing souls around the campus leads
Burkett, f
4
us back into the Thumbnail she was able to get that? I'd like
Sketch Dept. Just call him "X- to know myself.) The poor guy
Ray Eyes and Radar Nose Corne is seriously considering turning
Complete Line of Sports Clothing
lius" . . Add Thumbnail Sketches his small car in for a 4% ton
truck
to
haul
her
junk
around
in.
• Bob Kletzker, "Malaria bacand Athletic Equipment
cillus on skiis" . . Overheard. (Name will be supplied on de
mand)
.
.
.
Stella Spanos saying, "I'd do al
most anything to get my name in
the Weekly." O.K. Sis, here it is.
Telephone 6-6324
Stella Spanos, Stella Spanos, Stel
la Spanos, Stella Spanos. (There
Hotel Stockton Bldg.
will be a nominal service charge,
collectable at the end of the
Phone 2-2297
129 E. Weber Ave.
1910 Pacific Ave.
month. A bill will be forthcom""E ) . . . For an interesting ex
PASTRY A DELICATESSEN
perience, there is a certain guy on
Let t go to a crowded place. I
Always Delicious
the campus whose girl friend
want
everyone to see you in
Always Ready
uses his car as a warehouse for
the usual amount of junk that the
your new Jonathan Logan
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
average girl carries around in her
dress."
Open Evenings and Sundays
FOR
purse and her pockets. The glove

Luckless Varsity Cagers Drop
Two More to Cards and Staters

Tiger Cagers Scare
Pants Off Chronicle
Sports Scribe

nmwimimnniiinmiminmiiiimii

ORsrs

WARD TYLER'S SPORT SHOP

BOB'S STUDIO

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0004
2302 Pacific Ave.

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

- - - Photographs
is - •

• ADVERTISING

• ARCHITECTURAL
• COMMERCIAL

No assignment too large or too small

•

• INDUSTRIAL

• LEGAL

ANYTHING — ANYWHERE

• PANORAMIC

ANYTIME

• PORTRAIT

•

• PUBLICITY

606 E. Main St,

Phone 2-9240 *

REAL

ESTATE

designed by Dorris Varnius
you'll find these smart junior fashion*
at—

KNOBBY
2019 Pocific Ave.
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Blacks Defeat Highly
Touted Tracy Oilers
Cage Team

MERMAID MAUREEN

Maureen Foster Swimming Champ
Good Bet for Future Wins

Pacific Amateur Association fifty yard and one hundred yard
senior champion from swimming as a means of reducing is the re
In Saturday night's preliminary
markable story of equally remarkable Maureen Foster.
game the Pacific Reserves Hoopsters defeated a highly advertised
Maureen is very beautiful and*
Tracy Oiler team 4844. This
On September first Maureen
very intelligent but besides that
gives the Reserves a record of 8
added the fifty yard PAA title to
she's
a
natural
born
and
very
good
wins in 11 starts; not counting
her win column. In this race she
athlete. But when she injured
their wins in the City League
upset the favored Helen Graham
her knee in 1943 her athletic acti
down town.
in
the Santa Cruz pool and won
vities were curtailed to the point
Although the Oilers had the ad
where she felt she was picking it in the fast time of 28:8. Very
vantage in height, nothing could
few women in the country can
up more poundage than she cared
stop the Tigers march to victory.
swim faster than that.
to
carry.
So
she
took
to
more
or
Little Bob Leighton, the Tiger's
Maureen's swimming career
less serious swimming. That
hustling forward, paced the
should be brilliant. She's young,
was
last
spring.
That
she
was
Blacks with 16 digits while Phil
to blossom into the swimmer that eighteen and turning nineteen this
"Stork" Morgan, Pacific's center
spring. She's tall, five feet ten
she became neither she nor her
the squad,
and tallest man on
coach Chris Kjeldsen suspected inches, an advantage most of the
dropped the ball through the hoop
especially Chris who considered time in swimming. And she has
seven times for 12 digits.
her
somewhat of a nuisance when a lot of competitive spirit. At
Allen, who incidentally might be
she asked to be allowed to train present she's in training in the
playing for Pacific next season,
with the swimming team. How Pacific pool for the coming season
held down the center slot for the
ever Chris, who finds it pretty and especially for the National In
Oilers and added 19 pointers to his
door meet which will be held here
hard not to do something for
teamates scores.
on the Pacific coast this spring.
someone else, let her train and
The game was fast and clean
What she can do with some seri
was
surprised
to
find
that
she
with few fouls
being called |
ous training remains to be seen
could beat his regular team memagainst either team.
but on the basis of her past perbers.
Realizing
her
ability
Chris
.
,
.
According to Coach Kjeldson,
entered her in a novice fifty meter formances she should do very
Pacific's Reserves will play only
well.
one more game; that being on MAUREEN FOSTER, Pacific aquatic star who is looking forward event in San Francisco. Maureen
Maureen is an art major and a
won
with
ridiculous
ease.
Friday, February 15.
sophomore in junior college. Her
to earning new swimming laurels for herself and 'the school next
She trained after that but not ambition is to be a set designer
THE SCORES
semester.
too seriously. The fact is that and she expects to attend art
Blacks
fg
ft. pts.
Maureen in all her training had school when she graduates in
Gott, f
2
1
5
Angela Pastor was high for the
never swum over two hundred June. Her other athletic outlets
Rusk, f
2
1
5
Varsity
Cagers
yards at any one time. When are dancing and horse-back riding
Leighton, f
7
2
16 Nurses with 8.
0
On Tuesday, January 29 Worn
the one hundred yard PAA event and she's very good at both.
Klemons, f
0
0
(Continued from page 4)
0 en's Hall again led by sharp shootat Santa Cruz came up she en
Jeans, c
0
0
2
1
tered more for experience than for
Morgan, c
5
2 12 ing Elizabeth Kauku, who was Boyle, g
Slaughter,
g
0
0
any other reason. After all she
2
held
to
eight
points,
defeated
the
Beckham, g
1
0
"I would like to marry your
was to swim against seasoned
0 Scotties in a low scoring game 16Rosenberg, g
0
0
daughter."
Total
35
competitors,
she
had
never
raced
1
10.
Theresa
Aberley
tied
for
high
Brumm, g
0
1
"Well, sir, you can leave your
fg.
ft. pts.! a hundred yards before and the
| point honors in giving her losing State—
name and if nothing better turns
Martin,
f
„
2
2
10
best times Chris had ever clocked
4g team 8 points.
....Total
2
1
5 her for was about 1:09 far off the up we can notify you."
Oilers
fg
ft. [>ts. | On the same afternoon North Mohr, f
0
0
0 1:04 that was expected to win the
Miller, f
0
1
1 Hall handed the hapless Epsilons Ellis, f
Girls are getting man's wages
Byrne,
c
5
2
12
race. But Maureen nor anyone
Paris , f
1
2
4 their second straight league dethese days, but then they always
Fox,
g
1
0
2
j
else was aware of what was to
Garcia, f
2
0
4 feat 20-8. Chlick made 8 for the
0
0
0 happen. In her trial race she won have, one way or another.
Allen, c
9
1 19 winners and Shepard got 6 for the Pilieri, g
Dunne, g
3
2
8 easily. The time was 1:07. In
Bunn, g
3
7 | losers.
1
Fish,
g
0
0
0 | the final she came back very tired
Tisher, g
4
9 | Tau Kappa and Alpha Thet bat1
and on sheer intestinal fortitude
— tied it with evenly matched teams
Total
37 won the title by a margin of about
Total
44 on January 31 in one of the closest
six inches. Her win caused a
bitterly contested matches of the
series and Tau Kappa won by a champions, West Hall 33-13 and mild sensation in swimming cir
point margin 19-18. Pat Cor- showed themselves to be the big cles and as a result she was asked
INTRA-MURALS one
The Quality
win one of the TeeKay standouts gest guns in the race for the sec to join the Cyrstal Plunge team
A resume of the games shows
of
San
Francisco.
She
refused
m
,
| was
was "igii
high acuici
scorer with
wiui 10
xv points
uuiiilo
ond half title.
Jeweler
because she felt she did not have
Sentt.
^y,, oth,eiwhile Helen Arbios made eight for
Scotties defeated North Hall 18-13. j her losing A1 ha Thets
sufficient
training.
The
Crystal
South Town made its first bid
High point honors went to the i
Not to be outdone Town and the for the second half title by taking Plunge team which features Ann
PACIFIC AVENUE
winner's Virginia Blackwelder
,„v .
, 7
i Nurses on the same day played a the East Hall quintet 35-25. The Curtis, later won the National
who dropped in 10 points. Shir-|close
one with Town the winners combination of Boone who made 7 Outdoor title.
ley made 8 for North Hall.
16-13. Norma Bantillo for the points and Piersa who made 8
On the same afternoon the pow winners and Sally Jefferies for the for the winners was more than
erful Women's Hall sextet smoth losers were high on scoring.
the East could handle. Roberts
ered Epsilon 22-14.
Elizabeth
JUST RECEIVED !!!
North Hall showing terrific tied for high point honors with 8
Kauka showed herself as one of strength slammed the first half
points for the losers.
the best shots in league play with
her 14 points for high point indi
vidual. Emigh got 8 for the los
ers.

KING'S

Playing in the other division on
anuary 24 Alpha Theta drubbed
the Town squad 24-14. Marie ArArbios made 12 for the winners
while Norma Bantilla scored 8 for
the losers.
Tau Kappa, playing on the same
ay ihst barely managed to win by
one point over the Nurses 16-15.
at Corwin and Marilyn Carson
got eight each for the winners and

Phonograph
Records

YOLIJIND ICE & FUEL CO.

COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

MILLER-HAYS CO.

OTTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553

— 9 p. m.

Serving College of the Pacific
2 Grant at Weber Avenue

Queen of the Campus
T-SHIRTS
Vivid Colors
Small — Medium — Large
$298

California Apparel Shops

Plumbing With A Smile

Open Friday Evening

The Charmer

2345 Pacific Avenue
Dial 2-0229

"On The Miracle Mile"
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DORIS PERKINS

By NANCY DEMING

Molnar's *Swan'
Presented by
Studio Theatre

PHOTO CONTEST Former COP Student
Stars at Stanford

"Us and the Ground Hog" afe
taking our peek with a definite
yen to go places. Our prudent
friend immediately crawled back
"The Swan," staged and pro
into his hole but we, with no sense,
duced by senior drama student,
carry on to bring you a few inter
Doris Perkins, will bow across the
esting books on the horizon at the
footlights tonight and tomorrow
moment.
night in the Studio Theatre, locat
Eat and Get Slim by Donald G.
ed below in the main stage. Cur
Cooley. Spring is on the wing
tain time both nights will be 8:00
and a gal's fancies turn to
p. m.
thoughts of slimming down for
This is the sentimental, romanthe Easter Parade. Mr. Cooley in
. tic story of a dethroned family,
1 whose present head, Princess Bea
his book, tells you just how it's
done in his ten day Miracle Diet.
trice, is determined that her
Lose ten pounds in ten days! It's
daughter will sit on a European
all up to you, and we'll go so far
throne, and once again restore the
as to say that it doesn't sound too
family to power. The daughter,
hard. The trick seems to be in
Alexandra, is influenced by Bea
Prize winning entry taken by
counting the right kind of calor
trice, but eventually makes her
Hampton
Ford.
ies. When we say that "the spirit Mr. Barthol Pearce
own decision.
is willing but tjie flesh is weak" .
Cast in the leading role of Alex
. . . you're so right!
New S.C.A. Advisor andra, "The Swan," is lovely Gail COP Students Help
Arch of Triumph by Erick Mar
Monroe, second year drama stu
at Remarque. Perhaps the ghast
Mr. Barthol Pearce was elected dent, who is making her third At Juvenile Hall
ly chronicle "All Quiet On the and installed as the new Chairman stage appearance in a campus
Western Front" will stir a mem of the Advisory Board of the Stu show, having previously appeared
The Community Service Com
ory of this talented craftsman, but dent Christian Association last in both "Brief Candle" (Studio mission of the Student Christian
don't let that frighten you, for his Wednesday evening. He was in Theatre) and "Pride and Preju
Association takes a program of
newest work is a vivid portrayal troduced by the retiring chairman, dice" (Pacific Little Theatre).
I
music,
recreation, and worship to
of the precarious life of a German Dr. Ralph Eckert.
Tony Reid has undertaken the
the
children
at Juvenile Hall each
refugee doctor in Paris on the eve
Mr. Pearce was a member of romantic role of Professor Hans
of World War II. Doctor Ravic, a the Junior College faculty last Agi, the tutor from Germany, ed Sunday morning. Mary Rogers
brilliant anti-nazi surgeon is the year, and is at present connected ucated at old Heidelberg, who is in heads this Commission, and Dick
focal point of interest. His fur with the Food Processors Founda love with the beautiful young Pedersen is in charge of this par
tive ghost operations for French tion of the College of the Pacific. princess. Tony's most recent Lit ticular project.
"specialists," his love life with a He is a supply minister at Sauls- tle Theatre role was that of Ma-1 Juvenile Hall is the county de
gregarious mistress, his consum byville Methodist Church, and he jor .Toppolo in the season's first tention home, and it is here that
ing desire for revenge, combine to is a news commentator on radio production, "A Bell for Adano," children from infancy to eighteen
give the reader pure melodrama, station KJBK, Modesto.
and he had been seen previously years of age are kept by welfare
softened by a truly Parisian set
In his remarks to the Board at
"Man Who Came to Dinner," authorities pending court action
ting of chesnut blossoms in the the time of his election, Mr. "Romeo and Juliet,"
and "Will or the solution of whatever emer
Bois and all the other stock props. Pearce stated, "I have come to Shakespeare."
gency puts the child in public
This is just a real good' punchy believe in this association very
The throne-mad, ambitious, care.
yarn.
much and wish to know more prince-hunting mother of Alexan
Lois Downen, Virginia OveraehFo'castle Waltz by Louis Slo- about it. I feel that it has a con dra, will be played by Doris Blum,
er, Jimmie Yocum, and Ruth
bodkin. Avast the mizzen mast, tribution to make to the life of the freshman actress from Santa
Shook will plan the programs for
square the belaying pin, and all college that no other organization Rosa, who played Signora Sirelli,
the next four months.
hands on the poop deck mates and can make."
in "Right You Are," first Studio
get yourself up to your ears in
Mr. Pearce's office is in Weber Theatre production.
salt. How many of us have had Hall and he will be glad to meet
Jack Devoe will portray the el
an urge to walk up the gangplank students at any time.
igible young prince, Albert; while
of a ship bound for strange ports,
the role of sympathetic, wise Hya
bed ourselves in a reeking fo'cast
cinth, brother of Beatrice, and
le, and at once be at home with as
A staid old New England news now one of the Order of, Francis
rugged and colorful band of ruf paper, which rarely made a mis can brothers, will be handled by
fians as ever sailed the seven seas. take or a typographical error, once Bert Trulsson. Both were seen in
This young sculpture and painter reported the death of an influen "Bell for Adano."
of promise had the courage to do tial villager who was very much
this and the resulting narrative of alive. He came immediately to
"Did any of your family make
a brilliant marriage?"
his seafaring experiences actually protest.
"Only my wife."
makes you ache for the blisters on
"I'm sorry," said the editor,
his soft hands. Strictly a he man "But if my paper says you're dead,
book—but gals-r-it won't hurt to then you're dead."
look.
GROCERIES
The only compromise he would
Barefoot Boy With Cheek by make, after long discussion, was
POULTRY
Max Shulman. We suppose we to print the villager's name in the
VEGETABLES
must tell you about this just as birth notices the next morning.
people discuss Olsen and John William C. Lane.
FRUITS
son and the Marx Brothers, be
MEATS
cause it has been rumored that There was a young man named
this broad burlesque of life on a
Burk
college campus has sent thous Who the lack of school spirit did
ands of underclassmen into paroGAIA-DELUCCHI
urke
xyms of laughter. It is supposed So with pep and with vigor
American and Channel
Wardrobe Notes!
to be the hottest thing since grand He made the yells bigor
ma sat on the pancake griddle but And here is a cheer for his wurk.
we found ourselves laughing be
Pastel and bright
cause we read into the manu a proud pledge of Alpha Cholera
script, recollections of our exper and the swooning fiance of Miss
colored Sweaters
iences with the Dean, the Health Noblese Oblige, and you can take
Mary Dunhill
Service, our first Sociology class it from there. However fifty mil
100% Wool
etc. Our hero, Asa Hearthrug, is lion freshmen can't be wrong.

COSMETICS

College Cleaners
We give Quality
Plus Service

Pat Barrett, former COP sty.
dent and active Pacific Little
Theatre member, appeared as
Katherine, the shrew, in the Stan
ford Players production of "The
Taming of the Shrew" at Stanford
University on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of last week.
Pat attended COP for three
years before going to Stanford.
She was affiliated with the Ep.
silon Lambda Sigma Sorority and
was also a member of the Theta
Alpha Phi dramatic society.
She appeared in the following
plays at the Pacific Little Theatre: "Pride and Prejudice," "Uncle
Harry," "Heaven Can Wait,"
"Junior Miss," and also in the
chorus of "Hippolyties."
This Shakespearian
Drama
was presented in the Memorial
Hall at Stanford University, under
the direction of Norman Philbrick of the Speech and Drama
department. Mr. Philbrick in
structed at Pomona College before
he went to Stanford.
Ted Marcuse was cast as Pe
truchio, the husband, with a fine
supporting cast.
SCHEDULE CHANGE
English 207, Semantics and
History of the English Languarge, scheduled on the Spring
semester for Tuesday and
Thursday at 3:20 has been put
on an "hours arranged" basis.
Dr. Olson, Room 201A, should
be contacted by those interest
ed.
Dr. J. Marc Jantzen suggests
that this course should be tak
en by candidates for the gener
al secondary credentials who
are English majors.

Long sleeve pullovers

$6.50 and $6.95

PERFUME
LIPSTICK
ROUGE
JEWELERS

FOUR-DAY SERVICE

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
3216 Pacific Ave.

I m ana

2314 Pacific Ave.
PHONE 2-7774

SMITH & LANc
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Gilbert and Sullivan Operetta
Being Produced by Students

Japanese-American
Girls Plan Dance

Mr.'RS

A dance is being planned by the
Japanese-American girls of Stock
ton for the evening of February
16. The dance will be held on the
top floor of the S. C. A. building.
Special guests will be Nisei sol
diers and sailors from Camp
Stoneman and Camp Shoemaker.
All students are invited to attend.
It is a benefit dance for the Wel
fare Fund for the care of aged
Americans of Japanese descent in
this community, most of whom
have recently returned from relo
cation centers.

Weno: •

.\
A"

MEMO

. .
famous Gilbert and Sulli
van operetta the "Pirates of Pen- PACIFIC SPIRITnee " will be presented on Feb.
ruary 21st at the Stockton High STANFORD GAME
School auditorium. It is a student
It was a frostbitten February
production directed by Howard night, the night of the C.O.P.S « T u * J U n c U t SKi
Albertsen and managed by Phil Stanford basketball game, and ol'
fe-R-H.
v
. (oU,
V
1 M»j
I netting
1t
'
w
Koffman and Fred Brott. The pro man winter stood watching the
duction is being sponsored by Tau shivering mortals file into the ar
Kappa Kappa sorority.
ena.
ri«Yfc- STvkE«
pUy
In the female leads are Sally
The Stanford basketball arena
p£-8-VnttjAtisi'vc aisme
<Ai\me
AWY
l/*"*T
Geistweit, soprano and
Meda was large and it was very full. It
Aden, contralto. Jeanette Morri
was noisy, too. One section of the
4
c
e
son Reames plays Edith and Alice bleachers was filled with a conDakin sings Kate. Noted guest glamoration of gals, singing and
(r*
J
-rA
(jittu StiTaS
artists will sing the sale roles. swaying, and clapping and cheer ence, and after much communica v
n«T*.- w Ask
Singing the Major General is Oliv- ing, all in unison. There was an tion and conservation consented
er Jones, who received wide other section filled with fellas to cooperate. The result was a
.
V-xjovm. Ck«*clC
Ye
aclaim for his interpretation of doing likewise. In the midst of dauntless and determined at
c-",4.Af-.k »rC<a<,M
the same role when he played it in all this were about seven other tempt to spell Pacific and ended
England. He was formerly asso boys attired in a rather quaint in one delicate and decheoid "P"
ciated with the San Francisco Op fashion banging on musical (?) —period. This was followed by
era Company and the Savoy Light instruments. The remainder of gales of laughter resounding from
the four corners of the arena
L'Y'*
Opera Company.
•<
.
A
the stands were occupied by more
reaching nine blushing faces hid
Edgar Iversen, who has sung enthusiastic spectators.
This
Xf TT Jo<.fwT
~ pG-f
with the Savoy Light Opera Com was Stanfords rooting section. den in shame and humiliation.
~~ w«>LM
Cuk*T e s
After recovering lost pride and
pany and the Boston Light Opera This was Stanford spirit.
summoning a l l r e m a i n i n g
Company, will sing the tenor lead.
Where was Pacific? Well, if strength the little gang once
me.
Also singing will be Percy Hutchyou had looked long enough and again lifted their voices, this time
ings, formerly with the San Fran
listened hard enough you may climaxing in an excellently execut
cisco Civic Light Opera Company
have caught a glimpse of nine en ed "Pacific" spell yell," warrant
and the Savoy Light Opera Com
Zetagathean Club to
thusiastic youths clad in beanies ing the applause and acclaim of
pany.
of orange and black, raising their . the entire arena.
Pacific students singing in the
Hold Installation
voices, weak and worn, but nev- i Thus encouraged, not only by
By GEORGIANN RICHARDSON
chorus include: Betty Bower, Pat
i ertheless brave and bold to cheer this well deserved recognition but
Dance Plans Made
Dieterich, Eileen Ellis, June Gassthe Pacific cagers on to near vic- also due to the entrance of about
How would Pacific like it's own
away, Frances Green, Joyce KenDuring dinner at the "Faun"
private radio station? Alpha Epnard, Faith Miles, Barbara Mills, |t0^' .
.. . ,
... | fifteen more Pacific loyalists, alrestaurant
next Thursday night
„
. n
n
t-.
During the first half of the i so devoted to the cause, the gang silon Omicron, the honorary radio
Connie Parry, Roma Porter, Nan-'
game, this gallant gang of Pari- ! now numbering about twenty-five fraternity, has some ideas along Zetagathean members will install
cy Rineheart, Charlotte Verdi
I ficites held a confidential confer- moved en masse to fill the front this line, and are going to be ask newly-elected officers Ruby Phil
Edward Baker, Paul Berger, John
lips, president; Joyce Bishop, vicethree rows of one side of the ing you students this question be president; Leola Brown, corres
Hammel,. Emmo Kerchief, Gene j
>
fore long. Think it over. . . .
bleachers.
Pence, Frank Robinson, George | Fourteen SCA Cabinet
ponding secretary; Pat Moore, re
|
Two
of
Stanfords
yell
leaders
Tabuchi, Bill Tobiassen, Glen j
cording
secretary; and Lynette
Jan Wyman, graduate of Col
over during the half-time in
Trent, and Bill Mundt.
Members Spend Week- came
Christiansen,
treasurer.
termission to lend a helping hand. lege of Pacific, is returning as sec
Tickets may be purchased now j
A seven-piece orchestra with a
retary
for
the
campus
studio
this
The result was a tremendous outfrom members of Tau Kappa or End at Hogan Dam
vocalist has been engaged for an
! pour of C.O.P. spirit expressed in j week. Jan has been working in open, dressy-sport dance to be
the cast or from the Owl Drug |
the
National
Broadcasting
Com
Members of the Community a ferent manner.
store on East Main Street. Prices
held in the gym March 23 and
pany Sound Effects Department
are: $1.22; $1.55: $1.82; and $2.12. Service and Public Affairs Com j As the Pacific five ran up and
sponsored by Zetagathean and Phi
in
San
Francisco
for
some
time.
Students with PSA cards will missions of the S.C.A. Cabinet re down the court, displaying their,
Kappa Epsilon, sorority for offtreated to the S.C.A. Cabin at typical win or die spirit, yells and More news about her later!
have a 20 per cent reduction.
campus girls. Bids will be $1.50.
Hogan Dam, near Valley Springs songs (which were n effect, yells),!
Ann Steele was elected chairman
last week-end.
| came forth from ths courageous,1 Students! Sit up and take no of the dance at a joint meeting of
tice!
A
big
announcement
can
be
The subject under discussion at incorrigible group of youths, hailthe two organizations last week.
Calendar Correction the cabin was "The Social Crisis I ing from yon Stockton way.
expected shortly after Feb. 15,
j
of Our Time." Definite plans for , The final shot was fired.
The pertaining to a big future for ra
FALL TERM 1945-46
The thing most women dread
community service were drawn up teams walked across the court. dio here on the campus. Stop,
Feb. 22—Friday: Should read
about their past is its length.
and people appointed to carry The game was over. The Pacific Look, and Listen!
March 1, Friday — End of
• rooters then stood and sang, loud-'
: them out.
term.
One of the highlights of the trip ly but respectfully their hymn,
! was the celebration of Bill. "Pacific Hail."
SPRING TERM, 1946
This was the Pacific rooting sec
Mar. 4—Monday: should read Mundt's 19th natal anniversary.
Students making the cabin trip tion. This was Pacific spirit.
March 9, Saturday, 8:00 a. m.
to 12:00 noon—Registration. for the first time were initiated
Mar. 5—Tuesday: should read into The Hammer and Nail Socie
Musical Supplies of all Kinds
March 11, Monday—Classes ty.
begin.
One entire room was reserved
Following Apr. 9 should be and "elaborately" decorated as a
FOR MUSIC
added:
Ph. 3-1536 2016 Pacific Ave.
bridal suite for the* chaperones,
"On the Miracle Mile"
April 19—Friday: 12:30 p. m.— the recently wed Hollis Haywards.
Good Friday, no afternoon
The students making the trip
*
classes.
were: Mary Rogers, chairman of
Community Service, Sylvia Aus
tin, chairman of Public Affairs,
Erck: "Long distance?" I wanta Don Noble, Marge Simpson, A1
Place a call to Kamilche, Washing Teicheira, Bill Mundt, Cary FrazN. W
ton."
ier, Alice Blayney, Alice England,
Operator "How do you spell it Bonnie Johnson, Ruth Pinkerton, FRI.—FEB. 8
"THE SOUTHERNER"
Please?"
Alice Hamel, Lois Talcott, and
with
Erck: "Nuts, lady, if I could Ruth Grodeon, President of the Zachery Scott and Betty Field
sPell it, I'd write."
also
Student Christian Association.
"JEALOUSY"
with
John Loder and Jane Randolf
SAT. NIGHT—Midnight Show
. . . the red that goes places and does things . .
"HORROR VERSUS
COMEDY"
a flirtatious red with dramatic hints of purple . .
COMING SUNDAY
target
for his eyes and lips . . . Gallivanting
"SPELLBOUND"
phi
•
Quality Jewelers
with
toi
Red in a lipstick that's smooth, soft, clinging.
Ingrid Bergman and
Gregory
Peck
"THE PLACE TO SNACK"
also
"CAPTAIN TUGBOAT
Phone 5-5510
ANNIE"
22 S. California St.
with
Main and Sutter Sts.
Jane Darwell and
MAIN a t HUNTER
Stockton, California
Edgar Kennedy
The
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EDITORIAL
Many of us lost friends in the war which has now be
come a part of history. We know what the cost by the
gold stars on service flags, by men returning home minus
a leg or an arm, and by the fabulous sums of money which
N!c*e*
is the material cost. But we are still fighting a costly war
I
^co^
in this country—the war of traffic accidents.
During 1945, traffic accidents took a toll of 96,000 per
sons killed and 10,300,000 injured. The material cost of this
war was $5,200,000. These are not pleasing figures.
It is time to do something about this. It ceases to be a
radio gag when it arrives at the place where you take your
life into your hands on a Sunday pleasure drive.
We have had one fatal accident bring home to us of
Pacific the horrible realness of this threat. Also, there have
been many minor accidents, two of which took place right
here on our campus. It has only been good fortune which
has prevented any serious mishaps from occuring.
This is a campus not a speedway. There is no excuse for
the recklessness and fast dig-outs which many people are
in the habit of exhibiting. More than one student or teacher
has had a brush with the traffic accident charts when they
were almost run down by a campus speeder.
Let s slow down and live a little longer. The tilings you
have to do aren't so important that you have to risk your
life and your friend's life. Remember there is always to
morrow.
Next time you drive your car on the campus, slow down
and take your time. It will only be your time while you are
A. E. O. elections were held Jan
alive. And when you head for home on the week-end, or go
uary 28 at the home of John and
up to your favorite ski run, don't try to set a record. Leave
By Dick Pedersen
Bobbin Crabne.
all the record attempts to the fellows flying the P-80's. If
Esther Harlow was elected
Don't
let
anybody
kid
you,
you insist on trying to chalk off a few minutes from your
president. A1 Larner will serve
driving time from here or there, you may chalk off a few school spirit at COP is top notch! as vice president with Litafrances
years of your living time that you have here and add them The enthusiasm of the rooters at Darwin taking the secretarial du
to the living time that you'll have there.
the games and the large turnouts ties. Mary Flaa is the new histor

Visibility
Unlimited

Joe Hodson and Robert French
Interviewed by Reporters
By GOLDEN and NIX
BOB FRENCH
came with a medical discharge on
Blonde hair, blue (bloodshot) August 22 of last year.
eyes, and looks like Van Johnson, JOE HODSON
He has been yelling at us to do
only different—no freckles, no sil
more yelling so here am I comply,
ly grin but a very wisecracking
ing by giving out a big yell for
disposition. Sounds kinda' nice in Mr. Joe Hodson. Our present yell
a gruesome sort of way, doesn't leader received his training as a
it?
sergeant in the Marine Corps yell
Well, kids, meet Bob French, ing at those poor little marines.
C. O. P.'s swoon boy. The things
Joe is now twenty two years old
he likes to do, feetball, NECKING, and his old home town is Oakland,
skiing (he hasn't learned yet), California. He was discharged
NECKING, writing themes for from the Marine Corps in Sep
Mr. Smith (the Tyrone Power of tember 1945, and tis said that all
C. O. P.), and NECKING. No of the men in his outfit cried for
repetition or anything like that.
weeks afterwards.
"Handsome," that's what all his
Business Administration is what
friends call him, enlisted in the Joe is majoring in here. He is a
Army on September 5, 1942. He freshman in Stockton Junior Col
was a control tower operator for lege and thoroughly enjoying it.
1% years at Stockton Field. Then I tried to get him to say some
he went into pilot training.
thing definite about what field he
His theatres of war?? were— would like to enter when he
besides Stockton Field—Amarillo, is through with college, but he
Texas; Mather Field, Sacramento; only laughed and said that he
Cedar City, Utah; Deming, New didn't know, then he stuttered for
Mexico; and Yuma, Arizona. But a few more minutes and said that
when the war was over, the need he wasn't sure, so you can see his
for pilots grew less, and out Bob plans are very definite.
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indicate the emergence o fa pow
erful student body, well organized
with a common interest.
The cheer leaders and rally
committee members have been
overly concerned about the way
we have been singing and yelling.
Perhaps we haven't reached the
frenzied peak of the "Rah, Rah"
spirit, but neither are we as de
jected and listless as they told us
last Thursday at assembly.
Anyway you look at it there is
a better spirit among us now than
there has been for a long time in
the past. If you were here sev
eral years ago, or during the
early war years, or even last year,
you realize what an improvement
there is in the attitude this season.
BASKETBALL ATTENDANCE
I can remember when we had
a hard time filling up one side of
the gym on basketball nights.
Now you have to come early to
get a seat, and the rooting section
is so crowded that many of us
have to sit on the opposite side.
A few years ago there never
was a cheer leader at a basketball
game, much less a pep band. And
it wasn't so long ago that we
didn't even have a band to play
for us if we wanted it.
There are plenty of indications
of school spirit. Tommy Tiger is
a big factor, so are the numerous
activities of the various organiza
tions and the large number of
dances.
It is true that a lot of us don't
know all the songs, and that we
don't always yell our loudest.
Nevertheless, we ought to reach
around and pat ourselves on the
backs for the job that we have
done, and at the same time re
solve to keep up that spirit for the
rest of the year.

AEO Elections
Held Recently

ian.
A.E.O. is an honorary radio fra
ternity. The group meets once a
month. Active members of A.E.O.
are Elton Bergstahler, Jackie Gey
er, Doris Perkins and Tony Reed.

Reverends Grant
And Wheatley
Speak in Chapel
We may not believe in the Hell
or fire and brimstone, but we
must believe in the Hell of flame
throwers and atom bombs." This
was one of the thoughts express
ed by Rev. Melvin Wheatley 0f
Modesto, in developing his ser
mon last Sunday morning in the
chapel service. His theme was
"What the centuries have to say
to the hours."
The impressiveness of the serv
ice was further added to, by the
singing of "Great Peace Have
They," by Miss Lynette Sanborn.
"We must think of people as be
ing worthy of the best we can
give." Thus did Dr. A. Raymond
Grant of Sacramento express our
duty to our world, in his address
in the Tuesday morning chapel
service.
He came here on invitation of
the World Student Service Fund,
to further help in their drive to
make C.O.P. students conscious of
the very great need for their co
operation in raising money for the
less fortunate students of the
world.
The A Cappella Choir, under tlv
direction of J. Russel Bodley,
sang. Cherubic Hymn."

Theta Alpha Phi
Holds Meeting

Theta Alpha Phi met for their
monthly meeting Monday night
store, and student body offices on the stage of the little theatre.
have been presented at Ex Com The active members and some of
the alumni had a group picture
mittee.
The
With such a start it is time for taken for the Naranjado.
us to get the ball rolling on plans ! meeting then adjourned to the
and funds. The PSA treasury has home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
$350 in War Bonds set aside a few • Farey on Fulton Avenue for a
years ago for the specific purpose short business meeting.
of student union plans. The PSA
Monty Rensberger was elected
also has a general fund of $5,000 chapter secretary.
which has been built up over a
The Gamma chapter of Theta
period of years for such projects Alpha Phi, here at Pacific, will
as the PSA may think worthy.
edit the April issue of the club
Here is a concrete suggestion to magazine, Field Notes.
start things off. Why not imme
Field Notes is a national publi
diately vote a sum such as $2,000, cation and is edited monthly by
for the Student Union Building? different chapters of Theta Alpha
The building is to be erected in Phi. The Gamma chapter won
sections. Our money should be $100 last year as second prize for
earmarked for one of those units. their edition of the magazine.
Perhaps a dance floor is the most Carl Fuller, male lead in "Blithe
pressing need and should be con Spirit," was chosen as editor for
sidered first, or perhaps a lounge the April edition.
is most important. That is some
DeMarcus Brown related more
thing to be decided after a study about his trip to New York after
of the situation. The Ex Com the business meeting, and refresh
mittee has already started consid ments were served at the end of
eration of this problem and will the evening.
meet again this week. Why not
get the ball rolling now? Talk to
the Ex Committee members about
it.
UNION BALL
Probably this money should be
supplemented by a more definite
If you have a pet gripe that you
campaign on the campus. Why would like to get off your chest,
not have a Student Union Benefit if you like to talk, or just make
Ball in the spring?
new friends, Potlatch is the place
Our outdoor swimming pool was for you.
built through Student funds and
Potlatch is an informal discus
backing. The PSA can be equally sion group which will meet on
effective in pushing through the Thursday afternoons from 3:00
Student Union.
until 5:00 p. m., under the leader
Some 0f us will never see the ship of Marge Simpson. Subjects
building erected, but if we get for discussion vary with the mood

POTLATCH MEET
AT SCA TUESDAY

STUDENT UNION
But leaving school spirit for
awhile to turn to another student
enough many f us
body concern, there is the matter
shouldI be here to see it put into
of the Student Union to discuss
any r3te' we can l°Ok
again. Preliminary floor plans ha i,
6 y6arS and Point ^
for such a building, including a a dpfl u
definite achievement of PSA ef
dance floor, cafe, lounge, book
forts in Anno Domini 1946.

22?^°u

-

°

of the people present.
There will be refreshments of
course, so come on out to the
S.C.A. anytime between 3:00 and
5:00 p. m. and leave when you
wish.

